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The collision tolerant navigational marker system study
was undertaken to determine the feasibility of using rubber
as a flexure element when mounted in a fixed navigational
structure for shallow water applications (20 ft. depth or
less) . Quantitative evaluations will be made of the system's
technical feasibility, performance under environmental
loadings, availability, associated installation systems, and
cost. It is the intent of this work to develop a data base,
investigate the use of mathematical/computer models, develop
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A Piling Projected Area (immersed)
?
A_ Area of Navigation marker
m 3
C Distance from the Neutral Axis to Outermost fiber of
beam
CD Drag Coefficient (Piling)
C^ Drag Coefficient (marker)Dm 3
D Outside Diameter
d Inside Diameter
D Diameter of Piling
P
E Young's Modulus
F^ Force on Piling Due to CurrentDc 3
F^ Wind Force on Navigation MarkerDm
h Thickness
I Moment of Inertia
J Mass Moment of Inertia
K Stiffness
1 Length
L Length of Test Section
L Length of Piling (immersed)
M Mas s
M Moment Due to Current
c
m Total Moment Due to Environment
M Moment Due to Wind Loads on Marker
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S Distance from Applied Wind Load to Flexure Element
U Wind Speed
w
U Water Free Stream Velocity
v Kinematic Viscosity
p. Water Density
a Angular Deflection from Vertical Axis

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1700' s when the Little Brewster Island
Lighthouse was erected to light the entrance of Boston Harbor,
the United States Coast Guard has expanded the short range
aid to navigation system to include Alaska, Hawaii, east
and west coasts of the mainland United States and major
inland rivers and lakes.
The U.S. Coast Guard is wholly responsible for 60% of
the approximately 80,000 short range aids to navigation.
This includes procurement of material, fabrication, installa-
tion, maintenance, repair, and replacement. This system of
short range aids consists of buoy and fixed structures which
offer a combination of sound, light, and/or electronic
beacons
.
The dependability of these markers is critical as they
identify hazards to marine traffic. The markers define navi-
gable channels in rivers and are extensively used by pilots
in guiding barge traffic. Not only must these aids be there
but their position must be known and correspond to the navi-
gation charts. Figure 1 illustrates the approximate distri-
bution and densities of the navigation aids throughout the
United States
.
In order to meet this mission requirement the U.S. Coast
Guard maintains a fleet of highly specialised vessels varying

































carry crews whose technical background and capability must
span many different disciplines including civil, mechanical,
and electrical engineering. Equipment as diverse as 4500
lbf. diesel powered pile drivers and delicate alignment
instruments are utilized.
The navigational aids are designed to withstand the
environmental loading due to wind, current, waves, and ice
where applicable. In addition to the above loads many
markers, especially in narrow channels, are often exposed to
direct collision impact loads by marine traffic such as
ships, and barge strings. According to the 8th U.S. Coast
Guard District, Civil Engineering Branch, located in New
Orleans, Louisiana, approximately 300 fixed structure aids
are "destroyed" each year. Another 400 fixed aids are
damaged. In that district alone the direct replacement cost
exceeds $1,000,000.00 annually. This includes vessel time,
man hours, materials, and navigation packages. The installa-
tion of a navigational marker is particularly labor intensive.
In each operation the precise marker location must be iden-
tified, the damaged structure located and pulled, and a new
fixed structure driven. In addition the possibility of law
suit^ and litigation due to marker failure can represent
significant additional cost to the government.
It is thus obvious that a navigational structure that
will maintain its position and orientation under environmental
loads yet absorb or deflect under vessel collision impact
12

would significantly alleviate the effort and cost required
to maintain the system.
It is the purpose of this study to explore the feasibility
of a "Collision Tolerant" (CoTo) fixed navigation marker
that will significantly reduce costs and improve the system's
reliability. In order to accomplish this the project is
structured in four phases. The first will focus on the
environmental conditions and the resultant environmental
loads on a typical fixed structure. The second phase will
address concept formulation. The third element will focus
on analytical modeling and experimental validation of a





During its life cycle a fixed navigational aid sees a
combination of two categories of loads; environmental loads
and collision loads. Failures due to environmental condi-
tions alone are very rare. Destruction as a result of colli-
sion impact loading is the primary cause of failure in fixed
aids. Collision may completely destroy the marker including
its supporting structure, or it may disable its signaling
capability. In the former case not only is the marker des-
troyed but also its precise location is lost. It may be
several days before a report is received by the U.S. Coast
Guard identifying the damaged aid. Once it has been identi-
fied, a buoy tender is dispatched to first find the original
position of the navigational aid, remove damaged aid if
necessary, and drive the necessary piling to support a new
navigational aid package.
Approximate costs of replacement vary depending on loca-
tion and size of the navigational aid. Also factoring into
the total cost is the size of vessel required to effect re-
pairs. The exact replacement costs are difficult to estimate.
For a simple driven pile structure the costs vary between
$500.00 and $2,500.00 for wood pile and a light steel structure
respectively. Vessel cost ranges over a wide spectrum but
for convenience $400.00/hour is assumed. A typical installa-
tion, where the location of the marker must be determined and
14

surveyed, may require 8 to 10 hours. Thus the cost of com-
plete replacement may be as high as ten thousand dollars.
It is thus obvious that a navigation marker which has the
capability to survive an encounter with a vessel will signi-
ficantly affect the total cost of the system. Figure 2 repre-
sents the performance constraints and operating conditions
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Figure 2. System Performance Parameters
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III. MARKER LOADING CONDITIONS
The type of loading conditions are depicted in Figure 3.
There are 3 categories: environmental, installation, and
collision. These loading conditions will be largely deter-
mined by the geographic location of the marier. In addition,
bottom topography and soil conditions will be a factor in the
type of marker system structure loads . Bottom terrain can
vary between coral, gravel and/or dense sand, loose sand
and/or clay, and fibrous silt. Slope conditions generally
encountered range from flat to 15 degrees.
The relationship between current conditions, type of
bottom, piling diameters, and driven depth has been developed
through experience and empirical correlation. A typical
driven piling performance chart is presented in Figure 4
taken from Reference 1.
A. ENVIRONMENTAL LOADS
Environmental loads can be grouped into four categories
:
current leads on the piling, wind loads on the superstruc-
ture, loads due to ice conditions, and loading due to vortex
shedding by the immersed piling. Figure 5 presents a typi-
cal marker loading condition.
1. Current Loads
In determining the current loads on a vertical piling
a number of assumptions are made. a) The current is assumed
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Figure 5. Typical Loading Distribution
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certain velocity stratification, however, this variation is
difficult to determine. The above assumption is considered
reasonable as it is on the conservative side, b) In the
case of an incline piling the current load will be determined
on the basis of a vertically projected length of the piling.
This is again a conservative approach often followed in ocean
engineering practice.
The drag on a circular cylinder transverse to a fluid
stream is given by Equation 1.
F„ = ^ P, U A C_ (1DC 2 I » p Dp
where CQ is the drag coefficient for the appropriate Reynolds
number, A is the cylinder's projected area, U^ is the current
velocity, c is the density of the fluid. The moment generated
at the bottom of the piling due to the current load is given
by Equation 2
.







For the case where the piling is inclined a degrees
from the vertical then the second assumption above is applied
In this case the piling length in Equation 2 becomes
L = L cos a. Examination of Equation 2 reveals that the
i p
^
piling moment due to current forces is linearly proportional
to the pile diameter D and varies as the square of the




The wind loads are primarily evident on the super-
structure or the navigation marker proper. In addition, air
loads are also developed on the above-water piling. In the
majority of cases the navigational signal marker is a flat
plate approximately 9 square feet in projected area. For
this geometry the drag is given by Equation 3.
l
DM 2 ' w M DM
The moment thus becomes
M M = SFr . (4)wM DA
The wind loads on the above-water portion of the piling
itself are given in a similar fashion to Equation 1, as:
F^ = io U2 A D_ (5)Dw 2 w p Cp
The moment thus becomes
L - S
M._ = (L + -J2-— ) Fn.., < 6 >wp p 2 ' Dw
As the system departs from a vertical orientation both of




Ice conditions will certainly impact the design of
fixed navigation structures. The consideration is formulated
in two parts; floating ice and accumulated top side ice. In
the former case there can be two possible situations. The
ice can exist as a frozen drifting sheet, or ice chunks,
floating with the current. A drifting ice sheet moving on
a frozen-over body of water will, if of sufficient thickness,
destroy the fixed piling structure or push it over. Ice
sheets floating with the speed of the current will introduce
impact loads
.
Top side ice accumulation on the navigation marker
itself is difficult to quantify. Suffice it to say that
weight correction factors can be applied. For the purpose
of this study ice effects are not considered. First there is
little marine traffic in frozen-over conditions and hence
little use for the correctly displayed markers. Second ice
impact loads are in effect analogous to collision loads from
marine traffic. Thus a system that can handle traffic impacts




In order to insure that the system's natural frequency
f does not correspond to the frequency with which vortices
are shed, the vortex shedding frequency n is related by the
Strouhal number, Equation 7.
n D
P = S (Strouhal number) (7)
23

Ideally, the natural frequency should have the following
relationship.
f
n i 1 ' 5 n (8)
If the structure is modeled as a rigid body attached to a
torsion spring, the equation for the natural frequency is
















For the purpose of this design a worst case loading
situation will be assumed. Thus the particular structural
configuration must maintain its vertical orientation within
specified limits for the case where the moments due to current
and wind loads are in the same direction. It is realized that
24





Installation loads fall into two separate categories:
handling loads and driving loads.
1. Handling Loads
Handling loads are the forces introduced during ship
loading and unloading of the system and in positioning the
marker for driving. While this aspect may not be of great
significance in the case of a single piece piling it will





In the conventional single piling system driving
loads are not a problem. Any proposed system must have the
capability to handle the driving hammer's force which can
approach 4500 lbf.
C. COLLISION LOADS
Impact leads as a result of collision between marine
vehicles and/or ice conditions and those encountered in pile
driving can either heel over the structure or completely break
it off. It is difficult to quantify the range of impact




In order that a fixed navigation marker "survive" under
the loading conditions described it must have certain
attributes. These are:
a) Under environmental loads of current and winds the
marker must maintain a vertical orientation within a certain
angular envelope. Under these loads the system must be
"stiff".
b) On impact by a barge the piling must become very
"soft" and deflect out of the path of the vehicle. The
deflection may continue even to the point that the marker
is "run over" by the traffic.
c) Once the impact loads are removed the marker must
automatically redeploy into its vertical orientation envelope,
The above requirements are described with the aid of Figure
6. Depicted are the desirable reaction moments of the system
and the loading moments due co environmental forces and im-
pact versus the deflection a. Up to a maximum worst case
moment due to environmental loads the piling must maintain
a vertical orientation within ±15°. If a moment greater
than the design moment is applied, such as that resulting
from impact, the piling must deflect, i.e., the angular
excursion becomes very large. This deflection allows the











Figure 6. System Behavior Characteristics
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Once the traffic has overrun and cleared the area the
restoring moment must exceed the moment due to environmental
forces present in the deflected configuration. Otherwise
the system will not regain its original vertical deployment.
It is thus apparent that a type of "snap through" behavior
is required of this piling. This in turn leads into a search
for a flexure mechanism that will have the desired character-
istics .
A range of concepts was examined. A selected set of
arrangements is illustrated in Figures 7 through 10. Each
has its advantages and disadvantages. Different types of
flexure elements include torsional springs, mechanical snap-
through mechanism (similar to the common wall mounted light
switch) , tethered floating platforms, and rubber elements.
The United States Coast Guard Office of Ocean Engineering,
Washington, D.C., for reasons of low cost and high off-the-
shelf availability decided that rubber in a particular
configuration had significant promise. The most common
configuration of these rubber elements is a hallow circular
cross section of various outside to inside diameter ratio.
The rubber is either extruded with no attached flanges or
molded with integral metal flanges. Appendix A is a sample
of commercial literature available on this material.
These units, generally referred to as cell marine fenders,
are designed as annular columns which fail in the buckling
mode. For the proposed application in the case of the fixed


































Figure 10. Rubber Flexure Element
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serve as a flexure pivot. In the near vertical or on-design




The purpose of this section is to develop an insight
and gain understanding into the behavior of a rubber cylindri-
cal beam. The loading conditions assumed are similar to
those that would be found if the beam were used as the
flexure joint in the fixed marine piling.
A. ANALYTICAL APPROACH
The type of loading and expected reaction loads in the
proposed system is illustrated in Figure 11. The primary
steady loads are the moments due to environmental forces.
These are: current loads on the piling, wind loads on the
navigation marker, and wind loads on the above water piling.
The dominant load is the current load. The transient or
collision impact loads will of course be magnitudes larger
than the steady loads.
The analysis of the CoTo system was modeled as a simple
cantilever beam of circular cross section (pipe) . As indi-
cated in Appendices B and C, the various loads when acting
in parallel with one another create the free body diagram
noted. The linear differential equation relating the deflec-
tion v to the internal bending moment M in a beam is









Figure 11. Free-Body Diagram
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where X is the axial coordinate and EI is the flexural
rigidity or bending modulus. For small angles, less than 5
degrees, 8 will be approximately equal to the slope of the
curve (tan 6) . The deflection v and the slope of the
deflection curve are related by
dv
dx - 6 (ID
Assuming loading intensity w can be related by
dV
dx



















[Ref. 2, p. 331]
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These equations are called the equations of flexure for the
bending of a beam. Appendix D shows the solutions of these
differential equations for a fixed-free beam.
These relationships generally apply to isotropic materials
which when loaded below critical values produce only small
deflections (rotations < 5°)
. Analysis of a beam with iso-
tropic material properties relies on the linear relationship
of stress to strain
{a} = [E] {e} (15)
Analysis of a beam with nonisotropic and nonlinear materials
uses the nonlinear relationship
io] = [E(£)] {£> (16)
However for very small deflections of rubber the classic
methods of analysis can be used with reasonable results.
Because Hooke's Law of Proportionality between stress
and strain does not hold for strains as large as are common
with rubber, the modulus of elasticity is seldom used in the
rubber industry.
As was indicated, bending of this beam is a very critical
parameter in determining the failure mode of the model. Con-
sidered also is the snap-through action which occurs past
certain deflection limits. This is similar to the onset of
thin shell buckling. At this point, it must be noted that
37

there is no buckling "per se" in the large deflection of
the beam that is loaded with transverse forces. However, as
the cylindrical beam deforms, local buckling does occur
when the original circular cross section collapses. Equation
17 relates the critical load for a geometry similar to the
proposed configuration
~




2 1/2 (17)R[3(l-v ) ] Z
[Ref. 3, pp. 151]
for the onset of thin shell buckling loaded axially as shown
in Figure 12a. Loading of the model and identification of
the "local buckling" zone is shown in Figure 12b.
The validity of Equation 17 relies on uniform axial load-
ing and a D to d ratio approaching unity. Because the
experimental model does not conform to either of these con-
straints Equation 17 will be of no value to predict the point
of failure.
It was thus decided to approach the problem employing
computer programs using finite element techniques. It was
hoped that these codes would have the capability to address
the configuration, and material in question. Two different
computer codes were explored: GIFTS (Graphics-oriented
Interactive Finite element Time-sharing System developed at
-he University of Arizona by Professor Hussein A. Kamel) and





























Incremental Nonlinear Analysis developed by Klaus-Jurgen
Bathe at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
1. GIFTS
The GIFTS program is a particularly useful code in
addressing a wide variety of structural problems. Details
cf the GIFTS model used in this analysis are contained in
Appendix E. Because GIFTS does not contain nonlinear analy-
sis options, results achieved were not very encouraging and
the program's use was not pursued further.
2. ADINA
ADINA was developed for the purpose of analyzing
highly nonlinear systems due to either material nonlineari-
ties and/or geometric nonlinearities . Details of the ADINA
model are presented in Appendix F. The program output yields
realistic results particularly in the small deflection range.
It is the Adina code that was used to analytically predict
deflections for the proposed flexure element.
3. EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATIONS
In order to validate the results of the ADINA model an
experimental test program was designed and executed. A
model rubber flexure joint was installed and tested throughout
a wide deflection range. Loads and the resulting moments
were related to the angular deflection of the system.
A schematic of the test apparatus is illustrated in Figure
13. A photograph of the flexure unit under test is presented






Figure 13. Schematic of Test Apparatus
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Figure 14 . Element Test Section
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of a beam and applies a known load transversely to the free
end. The load remains perpendicular to the beam by means of
a traveling block. As the load is applied and the beam
deflects the slope of the beam is measured in degrees by an
inclinometer fixed to the beam.
Two extruded rubber cylinders, 5 ft. x 5 in. (OD) x 2.5 in.
(ID) of ASTM D-2000 grade rubber were purchased. The test
cylinders were machined to outside diameters varying from
5 to 2.75 inches. Ratios of length to outside diameter were
independently established at 2:1, 1:1, and i:l. This was
accomplished by varying the insertion depth of the upper
attachment fixture of the test apparatus. Appendix G is the
tabular presentation of the results.
Figures 15a through 15f is a series of photographs depicting
the progressive deformation of the flexure joint as increasing
load is applied. It is evident that up to a certain angular
deflection (Figure 15c) the geometry of the system remains
circular. At a certain point the rubber cylindrical element
begins to ovalize and the critical moment of inertia starts
to decrease. This is shortly followed by complete geometric
failure and extremely large angular deflections (Figure 15f)
.
The details of the experimental variables and pertinent
physical dimensions are presented in Figure 16.
C. DISCUSSION
In evaluating the experimental results and comparing









































































Figure 16. Test Section Dimensions
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necessary to review possible avenues by which error may
influence the outcome.
In the experimental model, two significant areas appear
to introduce error. First, wall thickness variations of
the test samples and second, creep of the material through
the attachment or clamping mechanism.
The extruded rubber cylinders purchased for the experiment
have a =10% wall thickness tolerance. This corresponds to
existing rubber industry standards for extruded geometries.
The test samples were machined from these standard units.
The machining operation and the available quality of the final
surface cuts did not allow for precise control of the rubber
sleeve wall thickness. For the thinner wall sections, i.e.,
1/8 inch, the final cut roughness may have introduced varia-
tions on the wall thickness of up to 10%. In the thicker
section samples this variation would have decreased.
The second probable source of error appears to have been
the rubber test jig attachment point. The fastening system
used to secure the loaded moment arm inside the test section
and to fix the bottom end of the unit utilized 9/16 inch
stainless steel hose clamps. As the test section was de-
flected by the applied load, up through 10°-15° no appreciable
creep through the clamps was noticed. This was confirmed by
releasing the load and allowing the test material to regain
its original position. Beyond 10 c -15° inclination, creep
through the clamp introduced as much as 7° residual inclina-
tion with respect to the original unloaded case. This error
48

became more pronounced as the wall thickness was increased.
Thus, on this basis, deflections at the very high angles
are not likely to be very reliable. This may not pose a
serious problem in the design phase as at this level of
deflection the rubber cylinder has buckled and other, more
drastic, phenomena are involved.
In the case of the ADINA modeling, two possible sources
of error exist. In the first instance there are inherent
limitations in the formulation of the ADINA program. While
ADINA program is structured for "rubber" type materials, it
is limited to 2-dimensional plane stress problems only. In
order to model the test section, a 3-dimensional circular
beam element was used in conjunction with an elastic-plastic
material model. The choice of these two options was the
closest available combination of models to the actual
conditions
.
As a result it is expected that ADINA will yield realis-
tic results up to 10° or 15° of beam deflection. Beyond this
point the material is part the range of validity of the com-
puter's material properties.
The second source of error arises as a result of the
aspect ratio (length/diameter) of the structural member.
The computer models a cantilever beam. As such the implied
limiting length/diameter ratio is ideally in the range of
10:1. The actual geometry of the cylinder in question has a
maximum length/diameter ratio of 2:1 and more closely resem-
bles a short stubby beam than a long cantilever.
49

Figure 17 presents the results of a typical output from
the ADINA program. It is observed that as the D/d increases,
in the case of increasing wall thickness, the slope of the
moment vs. deflection curves decreases. It is also seen that
as the length/diameter ratio L/D increases the initial stiff-
ness decreases. These trends are as one would expect. How-
ever, the key observation to be made is that the ADINA program
does not predict the "snap-over" behavior expected in large
deflection.
The experimental test program is summarized in Figure 18.
In all cases progressive loading was maintained to deflec-
tions in excess of 40°. For the thin wall geometries, i.e.,
D/d - 1:1 to 1:1.26 there was a definite "snap-over" phenomenon
observed. This trend was not evident for relative thick
walled cylinders, i.e., greater than 1:1.26. The system
continued to deflect without any evidence of discontinuity.
In the case of small L/D ratios, approximately .5, the
flexure system developed a "lockup" characteristic. This is
best described with the aid of Figure 19 . As the system is
loaded, inside edges of the sample holder pinch the sample
material. The outside edges are furthest apart and place
the sample material in tension. Beyond this point deflection
of the system is "locked up".
It is thus apparent that the flexure geometry that will
exhibit the desirable characteristics will involve relatively
thin wails, (D/d) near unity, and have length/diameter
ratios, (L/D) , in excess of 1:1.
50














































Figure 19. Lockup Characteristic
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Figure 2 depicts a comparison between the ADINA theoreti-
cal results and the experimental test on a sample where
D/d = 1.26, and L/D = 2. Excellent agreement is evident
through a deflection of 10°. Past this point the trends
diverge. Three distinct zones are evident in the experi-
mental results. The first, the small deflection zone is
consistent with the ADINA predictions for all geometries.
The second zone involves a change in the moment/deflection
curve slope but the geometry is still relatively axisymmetric.
The third zone involves a rapid geometric adjustment which
in turn results in large deflection.
It appears that the change of the characteristic slope
in Zone II is the result of incipient buckling. It is diffi-
cult to precisely identify and explain the behavior in this
phase as the geometry is continually adjusting and in fact
different sections of the rubber material may be in either
the elastic or plastic ranges.
In the completely collapsed mode, illustrated in Figure
21, the geometry has adjusted such that the circumferential
walls fold over and form a nominal rectangular cross section.
The width of this section is tD/2 and the thickness is 2t,
where t is the original tube wall thickness. In the fully
deflected range, i.e., high cc, the element will fail in the
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The synthesis of the final configuration involved the
trade offs of a large number of variables. Some of these
were quite straightforward and quantifiable while others
tended to be qualitative in nature and difficult to define.
Additional constraints were placed on the project by
the U.S. Coast Guard that were more operational in nature.
These include:
a) Installation, maintenance, and removal of the CoTo
marker system must be accomplished without the use of divers
or sophisticated underwater instrumentation.
b) The proposed CoTo system must not impose serious
departures from present practices of pile fabrication and
installation.
c) The proposed CoTo system must fit within the capability
of existing vessels and service platforms and must not re-
quire highly specialized handling and tooling equipment.
In review of the operational requirements of the CoTo
marker system:
a) Maintain vertical orientation with ±15 degrees under
specified environmental (wind and current) loading conditions.
b) Fold or "snap-over" when greater loads (such as
vessel collision) are applied.
c) Regain vertical orientation within ±15 degrees when
collision loads are removed.
58

Thus there are two separate key loading conditions; the
environmental loads which must be countered by the flexure
jcint reaction and the collision loads that result in the
snap-over action of the system. In the case of the environ-
mental loads a worst case design philosophy is followed. It
is assumed that the current and wind loads will act in the
same direction and have maximum values. For this situation
to arise on site would require that all current, wind, and
frontal orientation of the navigation marker be all in the
same direction; a highly unlikely circumstance.
A. ENVIRONMENTAL LOADS
1. Current Loads
It was observed from Equation 2 that the piling loads
due to the current are directly proportional to the piling
diameter and increase as the square of the piling length
2(L ) . In order to minimize the leads on the rubber flexure
system it would be desirable to have a minimum diameter and





The wind loads and the resulting moments generated
on the flexure element are essentially constant. Variation
in the worst case moment depends only on the physical distance
between the nav marker proper and the flexure point.
From these considerations it is evident that the
flexure point itself be located as near the surface as possible
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The piling diameter above the flexure should be as small as
possible consistent with other loading conditions, i.e.,
top-side system weight. On the other hand, the flexure point
must be deep enough to clear the draft of the marine traffic.
B. DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION
In order to incorporate the correlations between the ex-
perimental and analytical data into a full scale model many
variables must be fixed. Appendix H contains detailed calcu-
lations concerning the sizing of a large flexure element.
The process is summarized here.
a) Once a flexure type navigational marker has been
chosen to be installed in a particular area, the geographic
and environmental parameters must be set, i.e., current and
wind speeds to be expected, maximum and minimum water levels,
soil type and pile driving conditions, and local marine
traffic patterns.
b) The type of navigational package to be supported by
the structure will dictate piling size above the flexure
element.
c) Based on leading conditions and size of piling to be
used, the total moment is calculated using Appendices A and
3.






apply the critical values of a obtained from Appendix G,
which correspond to certain critical levels cf deflection,
and knowing approximately what outside diameters are commer-
cially available, solve Equation 17 for the critical inside
diameter d. In order to maintain the desired snap-through
action, the D to d ratio of the larger scale element should
approach those of the experimental model.
Because of the addition of the flexure element in the
piling system, the traditional driving sequence must be
altered to accommodate the piling modification. Although
many methods to accomplish the task exist, Figure 2 3 pre-
sents one method if utilized, after the initial driving
sequence, if the marker needs to be changed, repaired, or
removed no further use of a pile driver and its associated
support equipment are required. First, an 18 inch steel
pipe, acting as the male couple, is driven to the desired
depth in the soil. A guide line can be attached to this
fitting to help position the female coupling. The female
coupling, with the flexure element and support piling at-
tached, is lowered and mounted on its male counterpart using
ship's handling equipment. Once the flexure element and
support piling are in place, the navigational package is
installed. As indicated, if the structure is damaged or
needs replacement for any reason, the flexure element and
support piling need only be pulled off the male coupling,
















Because of the addition of a large flexure element and
associated attachment flanges, the material and in-house
fabrication cost will be higher than the present system
costs. It should be expected that initial installation will
require more on-site time to position the male coupling and
set the flexure element and navigational package in place.
It is anticipated though, that the increased survivability
will, when compared to the standard system, make the addition
of the flexure element a cost effective modification.
Figure 24 compares initial costs and life cycle costs through














In exploring the feasibility of the CoTo fixed naviga-
tional system an experimental model test program was used
in an attempt to validate the results of a computer gener-
ated model under simulated environmental loadings. The
results were very encouraging. It was found that good
correlation between experimental model and computer model
was achieved from through 10-15 degrees of deflection.
3eyond this range, for reasons enumerated within this
paper, correlation was poor. It was determined that the
results of the computer analysis could be used to predict
deflections of the full scale model under the influence
of the environmental loads.
Model testing has identified the D/d ratios coupled
with the proper L/D ratio which allows for the desired "snap
through" behavior. Angles of rotation at which the "snap
through" occurs were also discovered through the experimen-
tal model tests. Computer analysis was of little value be-
yond the 15 degrees rotation because of the large divergence
of the data and therefore will not be used to determine the
"snap through" phenomenon when the element is scaled larger.
A. AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY
As this work has dealt only with the "static" effect of
the calculated environmental loads, no insight was gained
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into the dynamic impact loading of this flexible structure.
It is recommended that a full scale model be built and a
series of impact tests be developed and implemented to
determine the impact reaction of the flexure system.
As indicated in this study, as the "snap through" occurs
and the local buckling, generated by the collapse of the
section of rubber, begins, new dimensions are being created
for the changing cross section. When this process is com-
plete, the resulting stresses and strains in this section
are very hard to accurately calculate. In turn, the calcu-
lation of the righting moment based on the newly formed
cress section and resulting moment of inertia becomes very
error proned. It is therefore recommended that full scale
tests be conducted in conjunction with the impacting test
to determine the systems reaction to the complete heel over
of the marker's structure.
Any modification of the traditional pile driving se-
quence creates problems that cannot always be foreseen at
the system analysis level. It would best serve the imple-
mentation of this system to allow the alternate pile driving
scheme to be reviewed by the crews of the tenders with
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Rubber has several orooerties which makes it an
ideal material for use in dock tendering systems.
It « an elastic material which will undergo a defor-
mation under load, will absorb some of the energy
of imoact and will return to its original shape when
tne force s removed Rubber fenders, tor all prac-
tical purposes, are considered to be maintenance
free. Their large bulk comomed with modern com-
pounding tecnmaues maKe the fenders almost
imcervious to the effects of weatner. sunnght.
ozone, and salt water. The !arge /anetv m types of
fenders availaple today and the many different
ways thev can oe nstalied gives tne designer a
great deal of freedom m designing a tendering
system.
Rubber is a member of a class of materials de-
served as high molecular weignt polymers, other
members of this class oemg wood, ceiluiose. plas-
tics, and resins. The distinguishing cnaractens;ic
cf rubber ;s that the molecular chains are mere
flexible and become elastic wnen c ross-link3d
through tne vulcanization process The greater tne
number of crossimKs in the networK. the grea;er
will be the resistance to deformation when a force
is applied Reinforcing fillers such as carpon plack
when added to the ruober wiil further increase tne
resistance tc deformation.
figurations to satisfy the requirements of a variety
of applications.
Hardness measurements are one of the basic
methods used to cnaractenze rubbers. It is essen-
tially a measurement of the degree of elastic Re-
formation produced by a soeaany snaped mdentor
under a specified oad and s therefore, related to
the /oung s modulus of the rubber Tensiie stress-
strain properties are another method used to
characterize ruboers and are used 'reouently for
specifications and quality control curing manufac-
ture. The dad-deflection curves 'or ruocer in ten-
sion and compression are approximates 'mear 'or
strains of the order of a few percent and values or
Young s modulus E, can oe ootamed 'rom these
linear regions
Although an elastic material, rubber is con-
sidered to be almost mcompressibie with a mod-
ulus of bulk compression rmnar to that of water
In order 'o act as a soft spring m compression, the
rubber fenders must be given the opportunity to
bulge laterally. Fender shape must accommodate
the movement, resulting m different physical con-
I i
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
As a fender, ruober will be exposed to the ef-
fects of sunlight, oxygen, ozone, temperature
variations ano salt water and, in some cases, to
the additional effects of industrial chemicals.
Black rubber fenders are effectively protected
from deterioration by sunlight because the carbon
black fillers olock out the ultraviolet radiation Light
colored fenders are more susceptible to oxidation
that is initiated by uit'aviolet radiation. Elevated
temperatures will accelerate the degradative attack
by both oxygen and ozone. There are some factors
which wnl minimize these effects.
First, protective agents are incorporated in the
rubber formulations Second, the fenders are not
subiected to an environment of elevated tempera-
tures. Third, oxidative attack can 'ake place only
on the surface of the rubber and. because of the
large cross-section of rubber m these fenders, the
overall effect is negligible.
Ozone attack of ruboer is becoming a matter of
increasing concern as concentrations of ozone
in the atmosphere appear to be increasing each
year It reauires only a concentration ot a tew parts
per hundred million ot ozone to crack unorotected
rupper in a matter of weeks. However, there are
some characteristics of ozone attack whicn again
make its effect on fenders negligible A certain
minimum tensile strain Is required before ozone
cracks will appear. This minimum strain Is apout
*0 to 20%. the cracks forming perpendicular tp the
direction of strain, in compression, the rate of
ozone attack is slower oy the order of a hundred
times than when m tenson Again, ozone attack is
a surface problem and wiil nave drastic effects on
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thin cross-sections and almost no effect on large
cross-sections.
Some types of rubber sucn as ' EPOM" and
Butyl" are inherently resistant to attack by ozone
Other ruobers commonly used <n fenders such as
"Natural rubber and SBR " will require the use
of protective materials .n the formulation m addition
tc the careful design of the oart to minimize areas
that wnl be subiected :o tensile strain.
Fresh or salt water will not nave any detrimental
effect on the rubber even if the renders are to ce
<mmersec for long periods of time Hydrocaroon
liquids such as oils, solvents, and fuels will seri-
ously degrade rubber fenders. However, an occa-
sional spill will not be harmful because the amount
of liquid absorbed is proportional to the square
root of the time the liquid is in contact with the
rubber.
In terms of resistance to chemicals, rubber is
considered to be inert in most instances. It is re-
sistant to salts and alkaiies and most acids, the
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Morse manufacturers three basic types of fen-
ders; extrusions. Duckling fenders and shear fen-
ders.
Extruded 'enders will normally have cross-
sections tnat are either cylindrical, rectangular or
triangular, each having a noilow bore to increase
the deflection for a given load.
When a curved surface of a rubber fender is
compressed against a rigid plane the stiffness gen-
erally increases as the area of contact increases
during deformation. The 'oad-deflection charac-
teristics then are non-imear For a ncilow section
there >s a sharp ncrease m stiffness as soon as
the amount of defection equais the diameter of the
bore
Extruded fenders work well n applications where
the loads to oe aosoroed are not so large that the
required deflecton exceeds the fender s capability
They also are ideal for r.jp raus on nne huiis. aocks
and concrete wans to prevent damage by scraping
A typical load-detiection curve for a cylindrical ex-
trusion :s shown below
i-OAO
The characteristics of the buckling fender are
that it requires a relatively large load to initiate any
deflection and only a small additional load to col-
lapse the fender to full deflection After the fender
is collapsed, any further deflection will require a
sharp increase in the load. The fenders are de-
signed to buckle m a predetermined direction. The
buckling fender then can provide a so-called soft"
tendering system for large loads by absorbing large
amounts of energy at a given deflection compared
to fenders used ;n compression Buckling fenders
must be restrained 'rom undergoing lateral move-
ment m operation as it will reduce their effective-
ness. Below is a typical curve for a buckling
fender.
DEFLECTION
Shear fenders consist of rectangu
rubber bonded to steel end plates





The "buckling" fonder has several advantages
over the extruded 'ype of 'endermg. It is based on
a bucxlmg column principal and s basically a
moidea coiumn of -uboer bonded to steel end
plates.
In addition to providing a "soft" tendering sys-
tem such as the buckling 'ender. snear enders
have some definite advantages over bucking ren-
ders. The deflection o* a shear fender is not limited
to one direction; therefore, 'he designer need not
be concerned with restricting those torces that are
not normal tc the aock. The snear ender will ac-
commodate loads not normal to the dock and can
even function when in torsion or compression If a
deflection greater than the design limits of the in-
dividual shear fender s required, it can be octained
by bolting two or more fenders together The
typical load-deflection curve for a shear fender is
linear which illustrates that a shear fender does not
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exhib:t a sudden resistance to add tional load as
happens with extruded fenders anc Duckling col-
umns (compare the representative deflection
curves).
It could be a new or existing facility that is
strong enough that horizontal docking forces
on it are secondary to vessel hull reaction
force limits.
It could be a new facility, open dock or dol-
phin, built on jacketed piles and requiring
the most efficient and economical tendering
system possible to provide docking for large
vessels.
OEPLECTlON
Although the formulas used are the same in each
case, the values assigned and the unknowns cal-
culated from fhese assignments will require careful
evaluation to determine priorities in each ndividualCALCULATIONS
When a fender system is to be designed, it will case,
usually fail mto one of three general categories. To insure :hat me key factors are taken into ac-
I. It can be an existing dock that is to be im- count, a table listing pertinent items is included
proved and upgraded to more modern it shouid be filled cut as completely and accurately
standards. as possible as the first step in design.
If E M UNITS VALUE OTHER UNITS JNO^OGRAPH
VESSEL DISPLACEMENT LONG TN. K PS<LG.TNS.x2.24)| 4
VESSEL LENGTH FEET METERStFT.x .305) j 2
VESSEL 3EAM FEET METERS(FT.x.305 )
|
VESSEw DRAFT FEET METERS(FT. xJOS)
j
1 &2
ALLOWABLE HULL REaC ON Kl PS MET.TN (Kl PS x. 453)(
ALLOWABLE DOCK REACTION Kl PS MET. TN.(KlPSx.453)|
APPROACH VELOCTY-MAX /r FT / SEC MET/SEC (FT7SECx3CS| 3
APPROACH ANGLE C* DEGREES NONE 3
COEFFICIENT 3P ECCENTRICm NONE USUALLY 0.5 BERTHING COE cF
FFNDFR ^F! ACTION CHART
rev
1
'-•AX. 9EAC"ON '-5C^ -AB_£ 1 1
LOVvEST REACTION -HULL OR CCCK KIPS
2 CALCULATED ENERGY "E"[FROM sC^CJ^i?- ':'- -» FT KIPS
3
3 rPM 1 KIPS/ FT KIPJLjiLN VAX. = . „^v ^
4 | PRELIMINARY FENCER SELECTION
5 R:E Zc cENDER 'PPCm -ENGE= t*PPCURVE -* DESIGN DEFLECTION)
6 LOA0"R" OF PENOE 3 a* CESiGN CEF
| co^v \-o CURVE ' «:PS
7 ENERGf "£' Z
c FENDER -T CE5-GN CE"
. FROv APR CURVE) -" '< = S
8 QUANTITY DF FENDERS REOTD ~C nieETTHE -CAD : "EV 'ITEM r>









The basic energy formula as stated by Newton is:
E - - MV
2
E - Energy of a body (vessel) m motion
V - Mass = Weight Gravity Constant
V -Velocity of tne body m motion
This formula has ceen modified to include the
following factors m dock design:
A. Vessel disp.acement calculated and con-
vened to units of mass (Af)
B. Hyarodynamic effect of water moving with
the vessel and pusnmg it (Two methods out-
lined)
C. Velocity component at 90° to the dock
facility
0. Coefficient of eccentricity or berthing coef-
ficient
E. Coefficient of facility construction
The wcrkmg formula therefore becomes:
2 9
WT - WV * wc WH
Where £ = Energy to be absorbed by the
tendering
Wj - Total effective displacement
(converted to Kips)
Wy- Weighs of the i.gnt vessel (con-
verted to Kips)
Wq - Vessels cargo weight OWT fcon-
verted to K.ps)
W^y =« Hydrocynamic effect
g Gravitational constant
Vn -'Velocity of vessel normal to the
dock
Cg - Coefficient of eccentricity or
oerthing coefficient
Cq Coefficient of facility construc-
tion
Note: 1 Kip= tOOO pounds
Determine the total mass M: the mass of the




WT is the total effective displacement converted
to Kips It can oe determined by either of two
methods:
1. wT -wv *wc - wh
Wh the hydrodynamic effect, describes the dis-
placement of water moving with the vessel. A
method for approximating the hydrodynamic effect
is to assume a cylinder of water moving with the
vessel that is eguai in length to tne vessel and of a
diameter equal to the vessel's draft. Nomograoh
= 1 will give a ready reference solution to the
formula:
WL >-D» L P










Wv is the weight of the vessel light or empty.
The maximum vaiue for the ctass of vessel to be
docked at the facility should be used. Usually ex-
pressed :n iong tons or metric tons, this value
should be added to Wq wfich is the DWT (Dead
weight tons) of cargo the vessel is designed to
carry. Since ail units m this guide refer to Kips or
metric tons, long tons must be converted to Kios
by multiplying by 2.24
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An alternate method for determining Wj. the
total effective displacement, is:
2DS
'T




) is the hydrodynamic coefficient
and
D Draft of the vessel
8 Beam of the vessel
Since D and S have the same units, the coeffi-
cient is dimensioniess ana can be jsed witn any
units of weight. Use of Nomograph =2 is con-
venient for determination of this coefficient and has




.4 * SEAM ' J
-n
HYOROOYNAMIC ~" 7C
- MULTIPLIER 220-20--* >,.!
u. 90-"
No. 2
A third scnool of thought states that WH need
not be considered with open dock construction
Alonzo De F. Quinn m his book Design and Con-
struction of Ports and Marine Structures i2nd ed.
Page 384) states "When the vessel is berthing
against an cpen pier or aolphms on piles where
there is little obstruction to the water moving with
the ship — additional weignt may be disregarded.
Mass is determined by dividing the total equiv-
alent weight WT by the gravitational constant
g =32.2 ft. per sec ' for English units
g =9.814 meters per sec. for metric units
V„: The velocity normal, or at a right angle to the
dock face or breasting line, m the case of dol-
phins, is the only velocity component used in cal-
culating the berthing energy load. V„ is further de-
fined and illustrated in the sketch below Even
though the vessel may dock under its own power
or be tug assisted. V, is always the vector 90° to
the dock. Nomograph No. 3 gives values of V„ in
both feet per second and meters per second for











v„ - v. Sin a
Where: V, - Velocity of the vessel relative to the dock
Ct = Argle between V. and the docK face (90 : or less)
called the approach angle
Ellipse (K = L/4)
Vessels approx.
When a vessel docks under it's 3wn power.
V, -Vessel Heading and ct is approximately equal
to the heading angle
When a vessel s tug assisted 'n docking, v. =90°
to the Vessel Heading and d s aoproximately the
compliment of tne neadmg angle
Cf The coefficient of eccentricity, or berthing
coefficient, as it is sometimes referred to. takes into
account that the vessel does not always berth with
its longitudinal ax;s parallel 'o the dock face in
moving to tnis position 'rem some angle, the ves-
sel rotates about 's center of gravity iC.G ). This
rotation uses up some of the Kinetic energy that
would other /vise be 'aKen by the docK tendering
if the vessel contacted parallel to the docK and at
the midpoint of the vessel Therefore, if a vessel
makes initial contact with a iock at something
other than oaraiiei closing, not all of "he energy
needs to oe aosoroed oy the 'enaers The amount
of attenuation s 'eijtive to tne geometry of the
vessel and the point at which it manes initial con-
tact with 'he docK. Mathematically expressed as:
Where K = Radius of gyration of the vessel
A = Distance oetween the vessel's C.G. and
the pomt of mpact with the dock
If a vessel can ot assumed to oe an ellipse, then
K = - or Q.2ZL
xz*
To calculate A. the point of contact with the
dock must be determined and the beam of the ves-
sel must be known Then from the Pythagorean
theorem.
<!>• + o* (see sketch above)
From many calculations on many vessels, it has
been determined that Cf can be related to the




Enargy jsc *o roxaw
1L .21
d in terms Of L
3L .5L
From observations of many dockings. C£ has
been found to average 0.5 and unless specific in-
formation is known aoout docking conditions and
vessel configuration, this value is generally accep-
ted.
Cc- The coefficient of construction ad|usts the
value of energy to be absoroed based on dock
construction. Some typical values for Cc a fe listed
below:
Jacket pile (open construction)- 10
Continuous wall or sheet pile -0.8
This coefficient has not been included in the de-
sign of Nomograph 4 fshown on page 3) for de-
termination of berthing energy, 'herefore. the
designer should choose a value using the above



















































































iMORSE tendering selection cage
o FENDER SELECTION
STEP 1
Ust all pertinent information per Table I (shown on page 4)
ITEM UNITS VALUE OTHER UNITS NOMOGPAPH
VESSEL DISPLACEMENT LONG TN. I5O.0001.T. KIPS(LG.TNS.x2.24) 4
VESSEL LENGTH FEET IGQOFT. METERSCFT.x .305) 2
VESSEL BEAM FEET ISO FT. METERS ( FT. x.305 ) | 1
VESSEL DPAFT FEET 56 FT. METERS(FT. x.305) i a.2
ALLOWABLE HULL REACT ION ; Kl PS 1000 Kips MET.TN (Kl PSx.453)
ALLOWABLE SOCK REACTlO N
;
Kl PS 1 5,000 KipS MET TN.(KlPSx.453)|
APPROACH VELOCTY-MAX. V^ I FT / SEC 25 Ff.Acc. MET/SEC (FT7SECX30S 3
APPROACH ANGLE C* JDEGREES IQ" NONE 3




Determine the total berthmq weight. In this ex-
ample, the water cylinder technique wiil be used to
determine the additional berthing weignt caused by
trie hydrodynamic effect. Thus:
wT . wv + wc + -cy'L p
4
Wj » Displacement plus water column
Suostituting from Taole I and convening !o Kips
gives
WT = 150.000 /g. tns x 2.24 Kios +
Ig. tn
154.000 Kips* - 490.000 Kips
•This value trom Nomograph 2 (shown on oage 6).
using D and L ?rom Taole I above. Note: All three
methods of obtaining WT are compared at the end
of this samp e calculation.
STEP 3
Determine the normal berthing velocity (Vn )
From "able \ Vf = 2.5 ft. /sec.
From Nomograph 3 (shown on page 6), or using
the formula Vn = Vf Sin
Vn - .43 ft. /sec. pick
STEP 4
Determine the berthing energy:
w
E
- T (~)(V")' (CE )(CC )2 g
To determine the total berthing energy, values
must be established for C£ and Cq ?or simrjlicity,
the value of Cf will be assumed to be 0.5. a gen-
erally accepted average value unless specific de-
sign states otherwise, it is this value that was used
in the design and layout of Nomograph 4 (shown
on page 3). Oq will be taKen as 1.0. assuming
open jacketed pile construction. This value was
also used to design and layout Nomograph 4 If
other than these values are used, appropriate
mathematical adjustments must be made in the
values obtained using Nomograoh 4, or the entire
equation could be calculated. Therefore, using
Nomograph 4. if Vn - 0.43 and Wj = 490.000
Kips then £ can be determined from Nomograph 4
to equal:
£ = 703 Ft. Kips
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Referring to the example in Table I (shown on
page 4). determine the maximum R/E acceptable.
From TaDle I it is seen that the limiting factor is
the allowable hull reaction. That value is 1300 Kips.
Therefore.
R - 1000 Kips
Prom the previous step using Nomograph 4: (shown
on page 1C)
E - 703 Kips




- 1.42, maximum allowable
£ 703 Kips va iUe
STEP 8
After studying the R/E curves ror Morse fenders,
list all fender selections that meet the R/E specifi-
cation of 1.42 or less at the desired deflection. For
tnis example, the rated deflection will be assumed
to be the design deflection; however, other systems
may be designed to have specific deflections other
than the rated deflection.
Looking at the application curves for R/E, the
following fenders are found to have suitable values:
12" Shear Fender 33" Buckling Column




Fill m the fender selection chart.
FFNHFP ^Fl FfTION CHART
I'EV
— ^Ly'C.x JL_^>w 1 IV_/I1 v^. I/-M\ 1
1
MA*. RtAC'CN -3CM TA8LE 1 1
LOWEST REACTION -HULL OR DOCK IOOO kfps
2 CALCULATED ENERGY "E"
i "POM NC^OGRArM Si 4 ) TO 3 FT KIPS
3 I ,4 2 KIPS/ FT KIP
- M £
4 PRELIMINARY FENDER SELECTION 12'S.F. im"s.f. I6'S.F. 33'a.c. 'la'B.G.
5 R/E OP -ENDER (FROM
CENDER aPP
CURVE A- DESIGN DEFLECTION J I.2S 1.1 .96 1.00 .63
6 LOA0"R" OF c EnDE- a' OESiGN DEP"OC^ a = => CURVE - 1 =S 12.5 Kips 17 Kiss 21.5 /tips 21 Hips 38 hips
7 ENERGY
"£• OF FENDER AT DES.GN DEF iOft.Ao. ISft.Kp. 22rt.i<p. 2l«.kp. S'ift.Kp.
8 QUANTITY Z? FENDERS -EGO "C vi£ETTHE
_OAC = *E^"'! ' ITEM 5 20 sa.s ib.S ilb 2b.3
9 CLAN"*" OF FENDERS = EO/D. 'O M£E"ENERGY a350=="0'.; "E^2 'TEm? 70.3 ib.l 31.
C
33.5 11.1
This chart allows for ud to five possible fender as noted, a study can be made to determine the
selections. By filling in the values from Table I, best fender for a specific need. (See sample data
calculations, nomograpns and application curves taken from the 14" snear fender application curves.
Shown below.)
O
10 JO 40 SO W>
DEFLECTION
JO JO «0 SO 40
3EFLECTION
AUXH..AHT aFFUCATICN OATA
EFFICIENCY 'N tTANOAFO SHEAF







MORSE --^-y-?T"r» •—•%?•-ring selection
After the fender selection chart has been rilled
out. review anc consider such questions as:
A. What configuration of fenders suits the de-
sign?
B. What safety factor should be used?
C. How will fender selection affect maintenance''
D. Does the design require omnidirectional
capability''
Note: See longitudinal force section (shown
on this page)
Although 27 units of 48" buckling column would
meet ths load and energy requirements. 47 units
of 16" shear fender would divide the load on the
structure into much smaller segments and would
induce significantly lower snock as a reaction to
high load levels. This illustration considers only
part of the vanaDies normally encountered in a de-
sign problem Since a comoiete analysis of ail vari-
ables is beyond the scope of this manual, the de-
signer is left to choose 'he Morse fenoer best




LONGITUDINAL FORCES ON DOCK
FACES
As a vessel slides along a dock face in berthing,
it induces longitudinal forces due to friction be-
tween the vessel's hull and the dock face. This
longitudinal force on the dock can be calculated
using the formula:
FL - flN
Where: F\_ = Induced longitudinal force
U • Coefficient of friction between
dock face and vessel hull
N =» fl minimum
In the sample calculation, if the dock was oak
and the vessel was steel,
jU = 0.33 and substitution would yield
F/_ = Rmm
FL =- .33 (1000 Kips)
FL - 330 Kips
Assuming this to act at a 45° angle, the load
(plus a safety factor) must be taken by chains or
other restraints if buckling columns are used or by
shear fenders directly without restraints.
Assuming selection of 14" shear fenders, the
oblique load deflection curve shows:
u
')
Wj » Wy + Wq (No hydrodynamic effect
considered)




^^ = 336.000 Kiss
20,W T = (W v * WC) (1 + — ) (Vasco Costa
" Technique)
WT - Displacement (1 +
2
~p)





C. irVr = Wv - Wc <v.




( 56)-(10C0)(62 4) xl^?
4 i UUU u.
- 489. 591 Kips
Compare this /alue with 490.000 Kips obtained
from Nomograph 2 (shown on oage 6).
Morse aoes not recommend any one method of
calculation of Wr over another.
330 Kips
59 Fenders
5.59 Kips Load Fender
This load would deflect the dock face 7 5 inches
according to the obiiaue load deflection curve for
14" shear fenders
Similar evaluation of all fender selections can be














THE MORSE SHEAR FENDER
Consider hew these soecial features will solve
difficult design problems or allow new freedom of
design >n dock structures.
OMNIDIRECTIONAL
A Shear Fender can stretch in all four shear di-
rections, plus take large compression ar.d imited
tension loads This feature allows for wale move-
Tien" away from the dock, into the dock, or tan-
gential to the dock as a berthing vessel slides
along. In compression, the render can be used
alone or >n tandem, bo'ted between a wall and
wale Tension anc compression toadmg allow the
Shear Fender to support the wale, assisting the
pile or chain supports This is truly a unique fea-
ture of Shear Fencers
BUILDING BLOCK FENDER
No other dock system can be tailored to meet
the soecific requirements that Morse Shear Fenders
provioe. Shear Fenders can be mounted in varying
density, allowing ijp stream or windward areas of
he facility to be stronge' than 'he other sections.
Only one size Shear Fenoer needs to be used This
nas a direct bearing en the economy of construc-
tion and also 'educes future maintenance cost.
DURABILITY
Each Shear Fender is tested before shipment, see
photos, to insure long service life. Most cases of
failure are due to on-sicht mechanical abuse of the
rubber shear block, not end piate separation The
durabiiit/ of the mechanical and chemical bonded
end plates nave oeen proven over years of service
by hundreds of fenders.
EASE OF SERVICE
A Shear Fender can be reolaced by removing
eight ooits. No need to interrupt service, because
Shear Fenders are ouiiding piocks. Removal of one
Shear Fender for replacement does not ncaoacitate
the facility. The remaining Shear Fenders carry the
load until the new fender is installed; again, with
lust eight bolts.
UNIFORM LOAD TRANSFER
Shear Fenders may be placed over the entire
face of the dock, from tcp to bottom, allowing
more uniform transfer of oething loads to the dock
st'ucture. This eliminates high load concentrations
caused by only a 'ew points of load transfer be-
tween the wale and dock structure An added fea-
ture of this type of dispersion of fenders, is the
fact that berthing loads are always taken at or near
a fender, eliminating overloads due to torque
The following pages contain dimensional data,
mountirg recommendations, application data,
plotted both in metric ana Erghsh units, and some
typical installation drawings. Should other data be
required, contact your nearest Morse Service Cen-
ter
SPECIFICATION: SHEAR FENDERS
The Morse Shear Fenaer shal; be an assembly
consisting of:
1. A rubber shear block made of ASTM D-2000
tlEOLASTIC rubber and meeting the fol-
lowing ASTM test values 5AA425 An Bn do
Fit Kii Lij
2. Metal insert plates embedded in and bonded
to that block, such plates being completely
encased in rubber for corrosion protection.
Oesign deflection shall be In. or Cm. (See
Product Data Curve)
Design Load (Reaction) shall be Kips or
Met. Tons (See Product Data Curve)
Design Energy Absorption shall be Ft.
Kips or Met. Tn. Mets. (See P'oduct Data)
Maximum Overload Expected to be Kips
or Met. Tons
Specifications suPiect to change without notice.
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10x10x437 STRUCTURAL WIDE ^LANGE H BEAM
66 LB/FT 35.75- 1 L0NG:200V. MAX. DEFLECTION
rrCI^-30LTS:8) V2 UNC -2A x 1-3/4LG
11 CORROSION PCOTECTiON REC'3
ygJS^f SAE GPAOE 5 TO> TO 50L3 FT
S'ASDARO WASHER OR WASHER
PLATE REO0.;SEE DETAIL)
MORSE SHEAR PENDER E 4645«



















WILL SUPPORT 2 XI PS
IN COMPRESSION *ITH
NO NOTlCABLE CHANGE







































































































INCHES12 3 4 5


















S 8 10 12
DEFLECTION



















LOAD AT 45* TO 30* OBLIO.UE
INCHES
2 4 6 a 10 12 14 IS 18 20
I
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. a., CL. F „ K L
13 13 20 17 11 14
MOUNTING RECOMMENDATIONS
-12x12x495 STRUCTURAL WIDE FLANGE H BEAM
85 LB/ FT 42-7/8" LONG =200*/. MAX . DEFLECION
o
1^- BOLTS :8) V2 UNC-2A X 2 LONG









STANDARD WASHER OR WASHER
PLATE REQ'O.tSEE DETAIL)
MORSE SHEAR FENDER E46498
DOCK STRUCTURE TYP (FIXED)
12" SHEAR FENDERS
WILL SUPPORT 3 Kl PS
IN COMPRESSION WITH
MO NOTlCABLE CHANGE
































































































2 4 6 3
Cm
:eflec















LOAD AT 45'TO90» OBLIQUE
INCHES
4 3 i2 IS 20 24
1 1 1 1 1









































14x12x.4«l STRUCTURAL WIDE FLANGE H BEAM
84LB/PT 50"LCNG = 200 v. MAX. OEFLECT ION
•0x5 OVERLOAD 7
BUMPER /
BOLTS (8) 5/8 UNC-2A X2-1/4LG
CORROS'ON P"OTECT CN REO/D
SAE GRADE 5 TO TO'OOLBFT
STANDARD WASHER OR WASHER
PLATE REO/D. (SEE DETAIL)
MORSE SHEAR FENDER £46500
DOCK STRUCTURE TYP. ( FIXED) -










WILL SUPPOP ,P 4 Kl PS
IN COMPRESSION WITH
NO NOTiCASLE CHANGE



























4 8 IS 20 24 28
20 30 40 50
DEFLECTION
u-0











2 4 6 8
INCHES
























'« 20 24 28
f-4-4
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14x14X465 STRUCTURAL WIDE FLANGE H BEAM
35lS/FT 57.125" LONG = 200V. MAX. DEFLECTION
BOLTS (8) 3/4 unC- 2A X2-V2LG
CORROSION PROTECTION REQD.
SAE GPADE 5 tq, To 170_BFT
STANDARD WASHER OR WASHER
PLATE PEO'DfSEE DETAIL)
MORSE SHEAR FENDER E4S502







i 15/16 2. 33









NO NOT ICABLE CHANGE
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102 4 5 3 O 2.4 6.-8 2022 24
Cm
DEFLECTION





Mge MORSE shear fenders
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
SHEAR FENOffjS -N COMPRESSION
k
'8x9 EXTRUSION F 3-3000
10" SHEAR FENDER E46-496
WOODEN RU8 RAIL
SHEAR FENDERS N TANQEM :n COMPRESSION
'Q»IQ»4 PREC'JRVED EXTRUSIONS F5-7QQQ
' 0" SHEAR "ENOERS 'N TanQEM
MORSE BUMPER E420Q5
























WALE NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY
IN FRONT VIEW
SEE MOUNTING RECOMMENDATICnsHEE





i65'/„ OF NOMINAL SIZE
OL-OVERLCAD DEFLECTION











SHEA9 FENDERS MOUNTED IN TANDEM
n n D
i
WALE NOT SHOWN IN FRONT VIEW FOR CLARITY
SEE MOUNTING
RECOMMENDATIONS
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The Buckling Column, like the Shear Fender, is
an efficient dev ce for absorbing berthing energy
(loads) of large /esseis while transmitting relatively
low reaction oaos to the dock structure. The Buck-
ling Column -ype fender can be installed where the
space behind the dock face is limited Solid walls,
where the Coiumn is face mounted and supported
by pile or chain is an excellent exsmole of a dock
where all the energy must be absorbed oetween
the dock and the wale. For such cases. Buckling
Columns are an .deal choice
Buckling Columns can also be used in compi-
nation with othe' absorbers such as Shear Fenaers
or Extrusions to take advantage of the features of
the various tvpes of systems. When used to its ce-
Signed maxinum capacity, the Buckling Column is
extremely efficient, but if overloads occur, trans-
mitted oads ncrease raoidly after the rated deflec-
tion :s reached (See aooiication curves). For this
reason, care should oe taken m designs wheru- a
gross overload could cause maior damage to a
berth, ng vessel or the docking facility.
Buckling Columns are designed to buckle m a
known direction This allows Columns to be mount-
ed m pairs or auadrant grouomgs to meet design
requirements Sometimes t ,s more 'easible to use
a pair of smaller Columns n place of a single large
Column. A pair of smaller Columns will transmit a
lower load at two points of suoDort yet m total will
absorb the same energy as a single large Column.
Thus, the oad may oe split while the energy ab-
sorbed remains constant.
THE MORSE BUCKLING COLUMN
FENDER
• Each Morse Buckling Column Fender is a molded
Reflection 70% deflection
rectangular rubber column of Neolastic* rubber
with metal mounting plates embedded in and
bonded to the ends, to create an integral unit
that is resistant to ozone, suni.cnt, temperature
extremes, marine growth, wear, and abrasion.
•Before shipment from the Morse Plant, each
Buckling Column is cycled (see photos) to insure
a product free from hidden manufacturing defects.
•Morse Buckling Columns are directly interchange-
able with units of other manufacturers in the same
size.
• Sizes range from 12" to 48" with efficiency rating
(R/E) as low as 0.64.
• All metal is corrosion protected 'or long service
life.
SPECIFICATION: BUCKLING COLUMN
The Morse Buckling Column Fender. °art No.
(See Proauct Dimension Sheet), shall be an assem-
bly consisting of:
1. A rubber rectangular coiumn made of ASTM
D-2000 NEOLASTIC ruober and meeting
the following ASTM test values 3AA725. B33.
C*o, F17. Km, Li«
2. Metal insert plates ambeaded in and bonded
to that column, such plates being complete-
ly encased in rubber for corrosion protection.
Design Load (Reaction) shall be Kips or
Met. Tons (See Prod. Data Curve)
Designed Energy Absorption shall be Ft.
Kips or Met. In Mets. (See Product Data Curve)
Designed Deflection shall be Incnes or
Cm. to a maximum of Incnes or Cm.
Specifications subiect to change wthout notice.






MORSE buckling column fenders
1 2" BUCKLING COLUMN • Part Nos. E46003 & E46005 -~\
WT:45LB.
MAT'L: NEOLAST IC* RUBBER
ASTM D-2000






























\A ANCHOR BOLTSOF REQ'D. FACE MOUNT)
EXTENDING lJ^ ,# FROM WALL - TQ TO 170 LB FT
BOLTS & WASHERS -v4-UNC-2A x 2LG
SAE GRADE 5 "Q To 170 LB FT
CORROSION PROTECTION REGID.













12" BUCKLING COLUMN APPLICATION CURVES
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3AA725,B33.C 20.F 1_,K 11 ,L14
PART N" WT. ! JL | B CE IE
£46006 39LBI 10 | 16 5- '"-« 4S
























SO- 3/4 2 7.31






^~~ L _L I J2 p—» { 3D {» 3B-H
MOUNTING RECOMMENDATIONS
3^ ANCHOR BOLTS ( IF REQ'D. FACE MOUNT)
EXTENDING 1 Jj" FROM WALL-TQ TO 170 LB FT
BOLTS S. WASHERS \-UNC-2Ax2LG
SAE GRADE 5-TQ. TO 170 L3 FT
TT—5; CORROSION PROTECTION REC'D.





























DEFLECTION IN INCHES234 5 6789 10 11
I































2 4 6 3 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 24 26
Cm.
DEFLECTION in INCHES



















MORSE buckling column fenders













































I" ANCHOR BOLTS ( IF REQ'D. FACE MOUNT)
EXTENOING 2V," FROM WALL -TO. TO 300 LB FT
BOLTS iWASHERS T- UNC-2 A x 3"LG
SAE GRADE 5 -TO.. TO 300 L3 FT
CORROSION PROTECTION REQ'D.
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25 30 35 40 455 10 15 20
Cm.
DEFLECTION !N INCHES12 3 4 5 & 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 '9













30 3 5 40 45
a.
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MORSE buckling column fenders
48" BUCKLING COLUMN • Part No. E46018 o
"




























48- 1/8 '2 2.24
MOUNTING RECOMMENDATIONS
1" ANCHOR BOLTS (iFREOD FACE MOUNT)
EXTENDING 2V •• FROM WALL-TQ. TO 300 LB FT
BOLTS & WASHERS V-UNC-2A x 2^2 l<3
SAE GRADE 5-TQ. TO 300 LB FT
CORROSION PROTECTION REQ/D.



























a '0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
I
I


























5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Cm.
DEFLECTION IN INCHES





























2 4 6 3 10
DEFLECTION IN INCHES
I ; I I 1





MORSE buckling column lenders
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
>UC«ING Columns >N0 »ilE SuP»Q»Te3 w»l£
rrsi_
". o tr o ~r g _j^ -ji — 3
o—-do
L-£* Lo Uo *^o
H= >— v 'r.
su<:«ii>»a columns n ve«Tic*L >ai»s-chan •Ju>'o»'ga "alc
171
j / ~t *=?
:*l;nO Column i<t0'0
;el "-late
( > SHOWN | ffACE)














Extruded fenders are one of the most widely
used forms of 'ender protection and come in a
wide range of sizes and snapes Aithougn relative-
ly inefficient when compared to other fender types,
Extruded Fenders are "he logical choice wnere
structures are rigid, where the relative motion oe-
tween rubbing surface and fender is lateral, or
where vessel size is small and the energy eveis
are low.
For this reason Extruded Fenders are found in
both .jock applications and as pumpers for tugs.
barges. <vork ooats and arger pleasure craft. Ex-
truded fenders perform their protective function by
acting as a soft interface between a vessel and
dock or between two vessels.
Extruded fenders may oe bolted, nung on chain.
or clamped to flat aoc* walls or nulls.
Extruded fenders can be precurved during fabri-
cation to fit special shaoe requirements or attach-
ment methods.
Mounting holes can be drilled on factory order or
can oe drilled on site with a standard (">" oversize)
twist drill at 250 rpm. The drill should be sharp-
ened to 120° included angle and lubrcated with
water or green soap.
Standard extruded fender tolerances are +4%
on outside dimensions, + 9% on inside dimensions,
-
"2" on lengths up to 5 feet, and + 1% on longer
sections up to 20 feet maximum.
The standard material for extruded fenders is
Neolast:c '-• rubber with a durometer of 70 + 5,
however, special stocks can be provided. Consult
Morse Service Center for availability.
Neolastic * ruober compound for extruded fen-
ders is resistant to oil. suniignt, ozone, temperature
extremes, abrasion, and wear. It meets the follow-
ing specifications MIL-3-3065-3. R.S. 720-ABD and
F. ASTM D-2000-708. and SAE designation J-2000.
Extruded shapes listed in this manual are con-
sidered standard shapes. Variations from the stan-
dard shapes can be provided. Contact Morse Ser-
vice Center.
Extruded fenders, while primarily a marine prod-
uct, have found many applications in industry such
as truck dock bumpers, door bumpers, corner pro-







MORSE extruded fenders --«,
STANDARD SHAPES o











fi 2U a, Ig V? lit 3*fc 4.2 F1-4Q00 c mN ?:
3 3 iK 3.0 F3-0000 a
2 5 2>? 7.0 F3-9G00 i
2 6 2 13.0 F3-90CO b 21
2 9 4 19.5 F3-1CC0 a \ rj^-i-
2 10 5 30.0 "3- 2C00 4 A -
1 ^w s2 12 S 42.5 F3-50OO a v y
2 15 a* sens F3-9COO 3
J 2^-"
1
2 19 3 97.5 F3-3GOO 3 3J






3 9 3 29.5 F5-0CCO a
I
a
3 10 4 4 5.0 F5-7CO0 a
3 12 5 S3.0 F5-1 COO a
'
,
3 14 6 81. F=-2GCO a 4 1
3 14 sH 94.3 F5-0G'DO b 3
t
"°1
3 t ^ 15.9 -6-2CCO b
1A J
3 7 3 21. 4 F5-S000 & —4>—-- A
•
4 2 • 4 . 4.S -S-5COO * Solid c
1
4 S
•H •o 3 30.0 "5- 4.:C3 3
— C—
4 a 3 '0 5 36.0 F5-5000 3^ Rad
4 1C 4 12 6 5 3^ c5-acco a ^\ . 1
4 2 • 12 . 10.9 =o-7GC0 ' Solid c
EU-A Whf"\5 3 I 6 ^ ^ '^ 4.3 r ~-:-;oc a Ml ' j5 S 3 a •4 3 3 15.5 F7-1CC 3 a
5 '2 6 '3 3 6 G 565 F7-3000 3 Si ^F^i
5 12 6 Ifi 3 o 6 54.0 F 7-4000 5 ' i r
5 10 4 1 S 2/2 5 5 cac f ^-zZCO b 1 HlbfcJEL ^
6 12 5 •a 3 7 12 94.
C
F 7- 2000 a
7 G 2 '"£ m. 3 3 n. 5 cq.j 000 0" 3ort a
7 9 3 9 4 4 22 C i F9-5 300 a i.F Dad.
7 T2 5 12 5 5 54 Z I c 3- 3000 3 \ i






7 ' 2 9 '2 S 5 e 52 . |P9-7000 " s :Vb'
3 3>4 2J* *Vi )i 2 1/2 4.5 F9- 4CG0 a
9 6 3 o ?£ •'/4 I 5*g sH 1 2 3 F3-1 0C0 a |
V- 1 l^ .



















































CURVES FOR MORSE STANOARO CYUNORICALS
PART N° O D. 1. D. Wt. Ft R/E
F3
-0OCO 3 1.5 3 14
F3 - 8000 5 2.5 7 10
F3-1000 3 4 18.5 10
F3
-20CO 10 5 30 6.2
n - 5coo 12 6 42.5 5.3
F3 - 600O IS 7.5 66.5 3.5
F3-3O00 18 9 97.5 2.9

















OEFLECTON ( INCHES )12 3 10 11




























~h iJ- -J—T J_ iL/i > ^s^















DEFLECTION ( INCHES )











BORE Wt/ Ft R/E
F5
-oooo a 3 29.5 10
F5 -7000 10 4 45 8.5
F5 -1000 12 5 S3 7
F5
-2C00 1 4 6 31 3.7
UNITS INCHES lbs KIF^FT NP

























































































PART N° A BORE Q Wt / Ft H/E
F5-5000 a 3 10 36 3 3
F5-80C0 10 4 12 s 59 7.4
UNITS NCHES lbs KJP.'BT KIP
APPROXIMATE LOACf ENERGY, OEFLECT 'ON CURVES ^OR MORSE STANOARO
REC TANGULAR SHAPE
DEFLECTION C INCHES ;












































Wt / Ft R/E
C 7-00C0 3 1 6 I 4.3 25
F 7- tOOO 6 3 3 1.5 3 «" 13 5
F7-3CC0 12 5 18 3 6 | 53.5 S.3
Units NCHES
[ lbs *IP/FTx»













2 4 S 9 10 t2 14
DEFLECTION (Cm )
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o FLAT TOP WING EXTRUSION
o
o
r'i PART no A B C D E F Wt / Ft r/eC 7-2COO '2 6 j 18 j 3 7 | ,2 64 5.7
UNITS INCHES IDS WWFTKIP
APPROXIMATE LOAO/ ENERGY, DEFLECTION CURVES FOR MORSE STANDARD
FLAT TOP WING
OEFLECTtON (INCHES)
.0 2 3 4 5








16 Id 20 22 24
DEFLECTION (INCHES)















2 4 6 8
DEFLECTION [ Cm )














STANDARD "D" SHAPE EXTRUSION
goU
PART N" A B C ! D cr Wt/ Ft R/ E 1
1
^9-2000 6 2.5 5 >< 3 j 11.3 | 15.2
F9-5000 a 3 8 [><* 4 1 22 10
;
P9-3COO 12 5 ,2 X 6 ! 54 7.7
F9-CC00 a 4 8 1 4 4
1
22 10
UNIT S •NCHES I IBS iKlP/FTHli
300
APPROX.MATE .OAD/ ENERGY, DEFLECTION C'JRVES FOR MORSE STANDARD
•0" SHAPE
DEFLECTION ( INCHES )







































o SLOPE SIDE "D"SHAPE EXTRUSION
o
o
PART N° A a c D E F Wt / Ftl R/ E
F9-400C 3 75 2.25 4.SO ^5 2 1.50 | 4.S | "5.7
F9-1000 6 3 6.^5 i.25 2.87 2 3~
J
12.3 13 3
OMITS INCHES | IDs KlP/FT HIP
30
APPROXIMATE LOAD/ ENERGY, DEFLECTION CURVES FOR MORSE STANDARD
SLOPE S,OE "D" SHAPE
DEFLECTION (INCHES)







DEFLECTION ( Cm )
DEFLECTION (INCHES)

















































































Morse offers a line of Pusnnee ' Bumoers that may
be used individually or m combination witn other
tendering products All Bumpers are mace of Neo-
lastic' rubber to be scuff and wea r resistant Morse
Pushnee' Bumpers are also resistant to ozone, sun-
light, marine growth, and temperature extremes.
Bumper inserts are all carbon steel suitable for
welding; however special stocks and thicknesses
are available 'or most Bumpers.
The patented Morse Pushnee ' Bolt-On-Bumper
comes complete with two caroon steei rails drilled,
tapped, and bolted on Simply weld the rails in
place Then at replacement time unbolt, remove
the worn Bumper, and bolt a new Bumper in place.
The Bolt-On-Bumper comes m two convenient
sues. (See below).
Patented Modular Weld-On-8umpers come in two
styles, flat and D-shaped. Flat Modular Bumpers
are iaeal protective devices that can be welded to
flat or curved surfaces. The D-Shaped Modular
Bumpers with either a D-bore or O-bcre will absorb
tne same amount of energy when deflected as an
Extrusion of similar size absorbs. Like the Flat Mod-
ular Bumper, the D-Shaped Modular Bumper may
be welded to the Mat or curved surfaces of a pile.
buoy, or vessel hull. See dimensional data and typi-
cal installations on page 47.
Standard Weld-On Bumoers are available in sin-
gle and double width straight units, and also in
90 3 arcs on a nominal 18 inch radius. Dimensional




















5 r 15 15'
EL SO TA ' .cm












- 3 X 1 *T
oo .a£42000 10 7 J/4
£4201 10 7 1/2 1 77LB
E42CC4 •o 7 ' '4 i 5oua
E-42C05 '3-V2 10-1/4 3/4 138 -3
E42041 13-V2 '0- V4 1/2 110 LB




















PART '(« O I »T
E42002 3/4 I2CCL3
E42034 1/2 |150LB
E4 2C3 5 1/4 [lOOlfl
part s» 3 3. 1 NT
£42, '2 3/4 a lOOLB
E42C49 v 2 a-iM TCL3
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-*- 3 C "T
£4?950 6 3 1/4 34 L 3
£47951 ( 3 1/2 5j^3
£47952 6 3 3/4 73L8
£4-960 9 5 J 5:lS
£4-96- 3 5 2 75L6
£4-962 8 5 3/4 1 99L8
£4-9 ? •0 T 1/4 65t-3
£479^ 1 '0 7 V2 ?6l3





SOTE. JSE LOAOiEtfflGT CURVES POP STAN0AP.O
EXTRUSIONS F9-000O4. r 9- 5000
ItfS










•VALUES 31VEN ON THIS SKE TCH ARE CALCUL AT ED.
•PLATES HAVE FORM (SEE SECTIONS) *HICH MAKES THEM MORE RlOGID THAN FLAT PLATES










Morse Pvishnee* Barge Bumpers for heavy duty
usage on barges, tow boats, tugs, nshing boats —
any vessel involved m heavy duty contact.
1 o
Morse Hy-Vo" Chain /C3se combi-
nations are custom-designed 'or
specific marine drve apphcatons.
Morse Hy-Vo" powers the biggest




ggfcgfcg^ 'fc-a-V*^!^ iSi>»in^^i. -. _-3i*^ --.-_•- *--*-;—
Morse Pollution-Free Marine
i Bearings ... the clean bearing
i that cushions the shaft ... in-








E^D©I?3SdlS Customer Service Centers
MEXICO CITY. MEX
p
. 7. . Providing OFF-THE-SHELF
Availability of a Wide Range
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WATS ONT ,4181. 'J/UE -514 319) 800-268-0924
3NT 416)800-268 0904
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AND BOLT HOLE PATTERN OF FT SERIES FENDER D
CHARACTERISTICS AND DIMENSIONS OF FT SERIES FENDERS
Energy Reaction
Abaorpl Load: Weight
n-kip* tdpa Appro I. lb.
metric Ion meters metric tona
Rated Full
«g Fender OtmensJona'
















FT0400-X 94 72 58 '37 143 115 74 79 165 15.75 21 65 25 59
1 3 1 08 35 5 5 52 73 400 550 650
FTOSOO-X 19.5 '52 116 31 5 24 2 19 4 9.3 9.9 210 19.68 21.65 25 59
2.7 2.1 1 6 143 11.0 8.8 95 500 550 650
FT083O-X :9 30.4 23.9 50 3 38 6 30.9 11.8 12.4 485 2480 27.56 33.07
54 42 33 22.8 175 14.0 220 630 700 840
rroeoo-x 79.5 61.5 49 2 79.8 617 47.4 15.0 15.7 380 31 50 35 44 41.34
11.0 8.5 6 8 36 2 280 21 S 400 800 900 1050
mooo-x 159 8 122 9 98.3 127 7 98 1 78.5 187 19.7 •740 39.37 4331 51.18
2Z1 173 13.6 57 9 44 5 3S6 '90 1000 1100 1300
FT11S0-X 2433 187 5 150.0 163 9 128.9 103.8 21.5 22.7 2S45 45.27 51.18 59.05
34 26 21 77 59 47 1200 1150 1300 1500
FT1250-X 3196 '245 8 196.7 203 5 158.5 125.2 23.4 24.5 3310 49.21 57.09 64 96
44 34 27 97 71 57 500 1250 1450 1650
FT1450-X 487 9 375 300 5 2683 206.4 164 9 27.2 28.5 5070 57 08 64 96 72 83
67 52 42 122 94 "5 2300 1450 1650 1350
FT160O-X 639 1 491 6 393.3 3197 .'45 9 196.7 29.9 31.5 WIS 53.00 70.87 78.74
88 58 54 145 112 89 .1000 1600 1800 2000
FT1700-X 789.2 604 5 485.1 363.^ 282.2 227.1 31.8 33.6 3160 66.93 74 89 22.67
'09 84 57 '57 128 103 3700 1700 1900 2100
FT2000-1 •278 3 933 3 786 6 508.9 591 4 313.1 37.4 39.4 11025 78.74 72 74 85.62
177 •36 109 231 78 142 5000 2C00 2000 2200
FT22S0-X 2063.4 •556 6 •303 2 "16c -551.2 4630 4i0 44.5 16320 38.58 90.55 100.39
285 215 •80 325 :so 210 7400 2250 2300 2550
FT2S00-X 2323 6 2135.8 •8100 393 G B72.5 573.3 46.8 49.2 23600 98 42 106.30 116.14
390 295 250 405 305 260 10700 2500 2700 2950
FT3000-X 4850.0 3692.0 31130 1279.0 170.0 3270 56.1 59.0 40800 118.12 1 27 95 •37 30
670
i
510 430 580 440 375 18500 3000 3250 3500
1
SPECIFICATION
Material—Rextrg E'ement—Natural QLCDer 3lend
Metal Plates—ASTM A283-70A. Grace C or equivalent.







Curves shown are typical for the Cell
Fenders Specific curves for individual
fenders wil be provided ucon request.
PERFORMANCE THEORY
The annular column design of the Cell
Fenaer combines two engineering
principles to produce exceptional energy
absorbing caoacity with low reaction
force. First, the oucxlmg column effect
enacles the fencer to aosora initial impact
m compression Second, when buCKling
occurs the fenaer continues to aosoro
energy as it deflects, nowever. without an
increase m reaction force. Third, added to
the buckling column effect >s the hcop
effect, which gives adaed strength and
energy caoability.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Frontal frames and nardwa-e designed
and manufactured by Lord Kinematics
combine witn Cell Fencers to complete
the system. Low hull oressure s achieved
through properly sized contact area.
Low shear forces are 'he result of iow
coefficient of ;nction ooiymenc contact
pads wr.ich are resistant to wear, goLgmg,
and tearing.
SYSTEM ECONOMY
Complete Ceil Fencer Systems are
economical to ourchase ana nstaH """heir
performance permits new installations to
be designed to cost less ana existing
installations to ~ana:e arcs -esseis
Generai'v. "he "rental frame reauires no
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Cell Marine Fender Systems
Cell Fenders are avaiiacie m (ne range of sizes
listed on page 2 They can oe designed into new
or existing berthing fac iities in a variety of pat-
teTis. Fg-jre 1 snows seme of the typical arrange-
ments tr.at are recomn-ended
A typica: Cell Pender and frame installation as shown in Figures 2
and 3 includes anchor bolts, lateral restraint and weight support
chains as part of the system. Qualified engineers at Lore Kinematics
can neiq you aevelop the additional fencer system detail; pertain-
ing to installation dimensions and system component materials.
D







Specially des'gnec ancnor sieeves cons and
Masters 'or emo9d"nent during concrete casting
are avaiiaoie 'o'^ac" 'enoer Eaoi kit .nciuaes
sleeve, cot anc washer
J- 13945 SERIES ?^Hi ~-~ I ~ svV— u
j-








*S 9- _ ? -- / '
rT'J-SA - 0~W78 lota Corporator!
up Kinematics
O
Anchor Use with Number Imbedded Bolt
Sl«-eve Fender Required Length Thread
Part Part Each «-> OxT
Numotr Number Fender in inches In inches
J-13945-1 FT0400 4 7-3/8 7 3x2-1/2
J- 13945-2 FT0500 4 7-7/8 1x2-1/2
J-1444S-1 FT0630 4 7-1/8 1-1/8x3-1/4
J-144A5-2 FT0800 6 3-1/2 1-1/4x4
J-14445-3 FT1000 6 10-3/4 1-1/2x4-3/4
J-14445-15 FT1150 S 12-1/2 1-5/8x5-1/8
J. 14445-1 FT1250 6 13-1/2 1-3/4x5-1/2
J-1 4445-1
6
FT1450 6 15-1/2 2x6-1/2
J-14445-5 fT1600 3 15-1/2 2x6-3/8
J-14445-17 FT1700 3 15-3/4 2-1/4x6-3/4
J-14445-S FT2000 3 16 2-1/2x7-3/4
J-14445-18 FT2250 i 10 6-3/4 2-1/2x7-3/4








Current Variations Considered 1-3 knots
Current Maximum Considered 7 knots
Immersion Depth Maximum 20 feet
Piling Diameters Considered 6 inches
12 inches
18 inches




Drag Coefficient obtainef from Reference 5, P. 17









~T" [RSf ' 4 ' P ' 223]
1 knot 2 knots 3 knots 7 knots
6" 32.65 Ibf 54.41 lbf 127.32 lbf 799.34 lbf
12" 65.27 lbf 74.064 lbf 185.05 lbf 1756.32 lbf





Wind Variations Considered 0-75 miles/hour
Wind Maximum Considered 75 miles/hour
Piling Exposed to Wind 12 feet
Sail Area Exposed to Wind 9 sq. feet
Piling Diameters Considered 6 inches
12 inches
18 inches




Drag Coefficient for piling taken from Reference 5, P. 17
Drag Coefficient for sail area taken from Reference 4, P. 388







A~2^ [Ref. 4, P. 223]
20 40 60 75
sail area 10.94 lbf 44.16 lbf 99.21 lbf 155.27 lbf
6" piling 3.65 lbf 14.7 lbf 33.05 lbf 51.64 lbf
12" piling 7.26 lbf 29.32 lbf 65.86 lbf 102.91 lbf














For x < a.
JL(-,'+ 3**«)





(x J +6L ! -4Lx)
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For x < a.
JVb_
6LEI [-Jc'
+ (L J -ir)x]
For x ^ a,
Wb
6LEI \±ix-ai'-x





































at t = a
[f a>b,




at x < a





The GIFTS system is a finite element linear analysis program
presently available for use at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
California.
GIFTS may be used to construct finite element models, display
created models, add loads and define boundary conditions, and
perform static or dynamic analysis. These capabilities are fully
explained through the use of GIFTS 1 documentation library available
through Prof. G. Cantin, Mechanical Engineering Department, at the
Naval Postgraduate School.
For the purpose of this thesis the EDITM module was used to
create a 6 element, 3 dimensional, circular cross section beam
element.
A typical program running sequence includes;
EDITM model generation
ZDITLB load and boundary condition definitions
OPTTM optimizes the internal numbering sequence
in order to reduce disk requirements and
increase the speed of solution
STIFF creates the stiffness matrix





RESULT allows user to review solution
Included in this appendix is a typical collection of ouput data
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ADINA is a flexible finite element program allowing
linear and nonlinear, static and dynamic analysis. The
program offers a choice of six element types and twenty
material models that are used in conjunction with the differ-
ent elements types. For the purpose of this thesis a 3-
dimensional circular cross section beam element was employed.
Ideally this element should have been coupled with Mooney-
Rivilin material model. However in ADINA this material type
is only availble in 2-dimensional continuum elements for
plane stress only. It was decided to use the elastic-plastic
material model even though it did not match the response of
the linear through nonlinear ranges. Using ADINA *s nonlinear
formulation to allow for large displacement, it was hoped
that the elastic-plastic material model's response would
map any slight linear response exhibited by the experimental
model. Included in this appendix is a typical ADINA output
and associated data file.
Although the version of ADINA installed at the Naval Post-
graduate School is not the most current, it is an extremely
powerful tool. Additional information on the many applications
of ADINA may be received from Prof. G. Cantin, Mechanical
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D/d L/D S (in. ) F(lb.) F^(lb. ) M(in-lb)cO
•
<*A
1.1 .5 16.38 .422 .421 6.9 3.0 .6
.671 .669 10.99 3.5 .8
.922 .91 15.1 4.2 1.3
1.171 1.17 19.18 5.0 1.6
1.421 1.42 23.27 6.0 2.0
1.64 1.63 26.86 7.0 2.1
1.87 1.85 30.62 10.0 2.6
2.12 2.07 34.715 13.0 2.8
1.1 1.0 17.75 .422 .421 7.49 2.5 1.5
.671 .663 11.91 5.0 2.0
.922 .917 16.366 6.0 3.0
1.171 1.161 20.785 7.5 3.4
1.421 1.41 25.22 8.5 4.1
1.671 1.64 29.66 10.5 4.8
1.921 1.87 34.1 13.0 5.7
1.1 2.0 20.5 .422 .421 8.651 3.0 2.89
.671 .668 13.756 5.5 5.9
.913 .91 18.38 7.5 4.9
1.15 1.149 24.01 11.0 8.9
1.382 1. 38 29.13 13.5 10.1





D/d L./D S(in.) F(lb.) Fa (lb. ) M(in-lb)oO, <*A
1.2 .5 16.5 .422 .421 6.963 .23 .25
.672 .672 -1.088 , 5 .405
.922 .92 15.213 m 5 .556
1.172 1.17 19.338 .75 .707
1.422 1.4 23.463 1.0 .845
1.672 1.67 27.571 1.5 1.01
1.922 1.92 31.697 2.0 1.159
2.172 2.17 35.805 2.3 1.31
2.422 2.42 39.93 2.5 1.46
2.672 2.667 44.006 3.5 1.61
2.922 2.913 48.065 4.5 1.76
3. 172 3. 16 52. 14 5.0 1.91
3.422 3.403 56.150 6.0 2.05
3.672 3.645 60.143 7.0 2.2
3.922 3.888 64.152 7.5 2. 35
4. 172 4.126 68.079 8.5 2.49
4.422 4. 365 72.02 3 9.2 2.63
4.672 4.601 75.917 10.0 2. 78
4.922 4.332 79.728 11.0 2.92
5.172 5.059 83.474 12.0 3.05
5.422 5.272 86.988 13.5 3. 18
5.672 5.504 90.316 14.0 3. 32
5.922 5.720 94. 38 15.0 3.45
6.172 5.917 97.631 16.5 3.57
6.422 6.135 101.228 17.2 3.7





D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.) F«(lb.) M(in-lb)c< OC
—
— M — A.
1.2 .5 16.5 6.922 6.545 107.993 19.0 3.95
7.172 6.718 110.347 20.5 4.05
7.422 6.857 113.141 22.5 4.14
7.672 7.062 116.523 23.0 4.26
7.922 7.253 119.675 23.7 4.38
8.172 7.436 122.694 24.5 4.49
8.422 7.602 125.433 25.5 4.59
8.672 7.727 127.496 27.0 4.66
8.922 7.687 126.836 30.5 4.64
9.172 7.778 128.337 32.0 4.69
D/d L/D S(i:
1.2 1.0 13.0
F(lb.) F^db. ) Mdn-lb)^ 9*A
.422 .42 7.596 0.0 .5
.672 .67 12.096 .5 .9
.922 .92 16.596 1.0 1.25
1. 172 1.17 21.096 1.5 1.59
1.422 1.42 25.596 2.0 1.94
1.672 1.67 30.096 2.5 2.3
1.922 1.927 34.596 3.5 2.7








. ) F^ (11d.) M(in-:Lb)c*„
— M
2.422 2.412 43.596 5.0 3. 31
2.672 2.657 48.096 6.0 3.65
2.922 2.9 52.596 7.0 3.99
3.172 3.141 57.096 8.0 4.33
3.422 3.379 61.596 9.0 4.67
3.672 3.61 66.096 10.5 5.01
3.922 3.829 70.596 12.5 5. 35
4.172 4.056 75.096 13.5 5.69
4.422 4.281 79.596 14.5 6.03
4.672 4.491 84.096 16.0 6.44
4.922 4.681 88.596 13.0 6.72
5.172 4.875 93.096 19.5 7.06
5.422 4.991 97.596 23.0 7.39
5.672 5.141 102.096 25.0 7.74
5.922 5.323 106.596 26.0 8.08
6.172 5.449 111.096 28.0 8.42
6.422 5.589 115.596 29.5 8.76
6.672 5.658 120.096 32.0 9.1







F(lb. ) FgClb . ) M(in-
*A
.422 .42 8.862 .5 1.3
.672 .67 14.112 1.0 2.23
.922 .92 19.36 2.5 3.09
1.171 1.71 24.61 3.0 3.93
1.422 1.419 29.86 3.5 4.77
1.672 1.666 35.11 5.0 5.61
1.922 1.91 40.36 6.5 6.45
2.172 2.15 45.61 8.0 7.28
2.422 2.37 50.86 10.0 8.11
2.672 2.614 56.11 12.0 8.96
2.922 2.801 61. 36 14.5 9.76
3.172 3.04 66.61 16.5 10.6
3.422 3.226 71.86 19.5 11.4
3.672 3. 33 77.11 22.5 12.19
3.922 3.55 82.36 25.0 13.02
4. 172 3.72 87.61 27.0 13.82
4.422 3.83 92.86 30.0 14.6
4.672 3.896 98.11 33.5 15.4





D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb. ) Fgdb . ) M(in- lb)^C «<
1.26 .5 17.28 .422 .42 7.292 .2
.672 .67 11.612 1.0 .32
.922 .92 15.932 1.0 .44
1.172 1.171 20.252 2.0 .6
1.422 1.42 24.572 2.0 .67
1.672 1.67 28.892 2.5 .8
1.922 1.92 33.212 2.5 .9
2.172 2.169 37.532 3.0 1.02
2.422 2.419 41.852 3.0 1.14
2.672 2.669 46.172 4.0 1.3
2.922 2.913 50.492 4.5 1.4
3.172 3.16 54.812 5.0 1.5
3.422 3.409 59.132 5.0 1.6
3.672 3.652 63.452 6.0 1.7
3.922 3.901 67.772 6.0 1.8
4.172 4.145 72.092 6.5 1.96
4.422 4. 389 76.412 7.0 2.08
4.672 4.632 80.732 7.5 2.2









1.26 .5 17.28 5.172 5.115 89.372 8.5 2.4
5.422 5.355 93.692 9.0 2.5
5.672 5.594 9 8.012 9.5 2.6
5.922 5.823 102.332 10.5 2.7
6.172 6.C48 106.652 11.5 2.8
6.422 6.282 110.972 12.0 2.9
6.672 6.514 115.292 12.5 3.0
6.922 6.745 119.612 13.0 3.1
7.172 6.959 123.923 14.0 3.3
7.422 7.186 128.252 14.5 3.5
7.672 7.411 132.572 15.0 3.6
7.922 7.634 136.892 15.5 3.7
8. 172 7.855 141.212 16.0 3.8
8.422 8.075 145.532 16.5 4.0
3.672 3.293 149.852 17.0 4.1
8.922 3.485 154.172 18.0 4.3
9.172 3.698 158.492 18.5 4.4
9.422 8.909 162.812 19.0 4.45





D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.) F s (lb. ) M(in-lb)CX Ct
—
— M — A
1.26 .5 17.28 9.922 9.324 171.452 20.0 4.65
10.172 9.528 175.772 20.5 4.7
10.422 9.679 180.092 21.5 4.75
10.672 9.985 184.412 22.0 4.8
10.922 10.091 188.732 22.5 4.9
11.172 10.284 193.052 23.0 5.1
11.422 10.435 197.372 24.0 5.2
11.672 10.671 201.692 24.5 5.3
11.922 10.805 206.012 25 5.5
12.172 10.94 210.332 26.0 5.8
12.422 11.117 214.652 26.5 5.9
12.672 11.291 218.972 27.0 6.0
12.922 11.462 223.292 27.5 6.04
13.172 11.63 227.612 28.0 6.16
13.422 11.739 231.932 29.0 6.28
13.672 11.9 236.251 29.5 6.39
13.922 12.057 240.572 30.0 6.51
14.172 12.148 244.892 31.0 6.62
14.422 12.297 249.212 31.5 6.74





D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.) Fs (lb. )M (in- lb) &\ aC
1.26 .5 17.28 14.922 12.585 257.852 32.5 6.97
15.172 12.652 262.172 33.5 7.08
15.422 12.785 266.492 34.0 7.2
15.672 12.916 270.812 34.5 7.31






/ i_g \ j.*J • / iiViliJM
'!£*H ^A
.422 .42 7.957 1.0 .5
.672 .67 12.667 1.5 .7
.922 .92 17.38 2.0 1.0
1.172 1.171 22.092 2.5 1.3
1.422 1.42 26.805 2.5 1.5
1.672 1.67 31.517 3.0 1.8
1.922 1.919 36.23 3.0 2.04
2.172 2.168 40.942 3.5 2. 31
2.422 2.416 45.655 4.0 2.6
2.672 2.665 50.367 4.0 2.9
2.922 2.913 55.080 4.5 3.11





D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.) FgClb.) M(in-lb)^ <?\K
1.26 1.0 18.85 3.422 3.403 64.505 6.0 3.7
3.672 3.645 69.217 7.0 3.9
3.922 3.893 73.930 7.0 4.2
4.172 4.131 78.642 8.0 4.4
4.422 4.379 83.355 8.0 4.7
4.672 4.621 88.067 8.5 5.0
4.922 4.861 92.78 9.0 5.3
5.172 5.093 97.492 10.0 5.5
5.422 5.331 102.205 10.5 5.8
5.672 5.568 106.917 11.0 6.1
5.922 5.793 111.63 12.0 6.6
6.172 5.989 116.342 14.0 6.6
6.422 6.203 121.055 15.0 7.0
6.672 6.429 125.767 15.5 7.1
6.922 6.62 130.48 17.0 7.4
7.172 6.84 135.192 17.5 7.7
7.422 7.059 139.905 18.0 7.9
7.672 7.254 144.617 19.0 3.1
7.922 7.468 149.33 19.5 8.4









— — M — A
1.26 1.0 18.85 8.422 7.781 158.755 22.5 8.9
8.672 8.012 163.463 22.5 9.2
9.172 8.411 172.892 23.5 9.7
9.422 8.574 177.605 24.5 9.9
9.672 8.73 182.317 25.5 10.2
9.922 8.918 187.03 26.0 10.5
10.172 9.023 191.742 27.5 10.7
10.422 9.159 196.455 28.5 10.9
10.672 9.195 201.167 30.5 11.2
10.922 9.262 205.88 32.0 11.5
11.172 9.474 210.592 32.0 11.7
11.422 9.633 215.305 32.5 12.0
11.672 9.789 220.017 33.0 12.3
11.922 9.766 224.73 35.0 12.5
12.172 9.785 229.442 36.5 12.8
D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.) F^ (lb.) M(in-lb)g£ 2d
1.26 2.0 22.0
—




.422 .42 9.284 1.0 1.7
.572 .67 14.784 1.5 1.8







F UD. ) Fg(lJD.) M(in-1b) *„ ^A
1.172 1.71 25.762 2.5 3.06
1.422 1.42 31.284 3.0 3.7
1.672 1.67 36.784 3.5 4.3
1.922 1.917 42.284 4.0 5.03
2.172 2.163 47.784 5.0 5.7
2. 422 2.408 53.284 6.0 6.3 3
2.672 2.655 58.784 6.5 6.98
2.922 2.9 64.284 7.0 7.64
3.172 3.145 69.784 7.5 8.29
3.422 3.384 75.283 8.5 8.95
3.672 3.627 80.784 9.0 9.59
3.922 3.849 86.284 11.0 10.5
4.172 4.081 91.784 12.0 10.9
4.422 4.299 97.284 13.5 11.5
4.672 4.513 102.784 15.0 12.2
4.922 4.731 108.284 16.0 12.8
5.172 4.933 113.784 17.5 13.5
5.422 5. 142 119.284 18.5 14.1
5.672 5.329 124.784 20.0 14.7





D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.) FVgClb.) M(in-lb)C< (X






















F(in. ) F s (in . ) M(in-1b,3. <*A
.376 . 376 34.08 0.0 .7
1.12 1.116 139.92 5.0 2.7
1. 3 1.273 198.84 10.5 3.3
1.3 1.25 240.24 16.0 4.6
1.49 1.382 300.96 22.0 5.7
1.68 1.483 359.33 28.0 6.86
1.86 1.594 416.4 34.0 7.9





D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.)
-F^CLb.) M(in-lb) &? &
— M — ft
1.34 .5 89.33 1.86 1.257 495.360 47.5 9.4
2.1 1.159 555.120 56.5 10.6
2.42 .965 625.56 66.5 11.9
2.42 .626 647.28 75.0 12.4
2.42 .211 660.6 85.0 12.56
D/d L/D S(in.) F(lb.) F=(lb.) M(in-lh) r/ o<
1.34 1.0 91.0 .375 61.44 3.5 2.4
.559 93.84 5.5 3.6
.909 184.80 13.0 7.1
1.05 254.4 20.0 9.7
1.137 334.8 29.0 12.8
.917 374.52 35.0 14.3
.958 422.76 43.0 16.2
.928 484.560 51.5 18.5
.734 523.680 60.0 20.0
D/d L/D S(in. ) F(lb.) F«(lb.) M(in-lb)^* o<
— — — — n A
1.34 .5 94.0 .368 112.30 4.0 9.5
.924 151.3 8.0 11.7
1.082 226.440 15.0 17.5
.868 256.44 21.5 19.8
.647 300.600 30.0 23.04











.747 .74 106.66 5.0 1.3
1.490 1.474 201.498 8.5 2.3
2.047 1.968 309.184 16.0 3.5
2.604 2.439 393.121 20.5 4.4
2.790 2.475 459.784 27.5 5.2
3.347 2.691 569.80 36.5 6.4
3.533 2.584 625.7 43.0 7.1
3.533 2.271 663.8 50.0 7.5
4.647 2.393 805.0 59.0 9.1
5.019 1.880 870.0 68.0 9.8
6.690 .408 1053.0 86.5 11.8
D/d L/D S(in.) F(Ib.) F^db.) M(in-Ib)^' C$
1.52 1.0 93.0 .376 .373 86.55 6.5 2.0
1.119 1.098 191.01 11.0 4.4
1.490 1.440 256.51 15.0 5.8
1.862 1.749 329.07 20.0 7.5
2.233 1.990 411.00 26.5 9.3
2.233 2.11 432.01 29.5 9.8
2.419 1.95 496.0 36.5 11.2









1.52 1.0 93.0 3.162 2.03 643.19 50.0 14.5
3.719 2.02 728.0 57.0 16.4
4.09 1.73 793.0 65.0 17.9
4.647 1.28 870.0 74.0 20.0
D/d L/D S(in.) F(Ub.) Fs (lb.) M(in-1±>)<*' or'
1.52 2.0 97.0 .433 .40 62.0 7.5 3.0
1.304 1.286 233.95 13.5 10.7
1.304 1.233 274.34 19.0 12.5
1.486 1.358 325.05 24.0 15.0
1.675 1.466 372.63 29.0 17.0
1.861 1.477 432.61 37.5 20.0
1.865 1.316 463.74 45.0 21.0
2.04 1.199 510.83 54.0 23.0
2.418 .945 550.18 67.0 25.0
2.418 .5496 695.49 76.0 32.0





Critical Values for j
ADINA was used to evaluate the critical stresses in the model.
Where the correlation between computer model and experimental model
was good in the linear response range, critical stress was taken at
5, 10, and 15 degrees of rotation. Where correlation was poor only
the critical stress at the first loading was taken.
D/d L/D _c (p.s.i.)
1.1 .5 12.27
l.C 21.27


























I. Piling Size Selection
Assume 6" OD. Steel Pipe
II. Use Appendices B and C to extract environmental loads
Assume a 2 knct current
20 mile/hour wind
Assume 15 feet of water depth
12 feet of piling above water
9 sq. feet of Navigational Package Sail Area
From Appendices B and C
2 knot current acting on 6" pile = 54.41 lbf.
20 mile/hour wind acting on 6" pile = 3.6 5 lbf.
20 mile/hour wind acting on 9 sq. feet sail area
= 10.94 lbf.
III. Calculate Total Moment
a; 54.41 lbf x 7.5 ft. = 403.075 ft-lb
b] 3.65 lbf x 21 feet = 76.65 ft-lb
c) 10.94 lbf x 30 feet = 328.2 ft-lb
Total Moment 312.925 ft-lb = 9 75 5.1 in- lb
IV. Using the critical value for a
MC




Solving for D and d where D = 1.26 d (the ratio for
the desired snap-through action)
.
V. D = 13. 38 inches
d = 10.44 inches
VI. Final Size
Using the 2-1 ratio L/D
L = 26.76 inches
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